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Boundary Conditions at the Mobility Edge
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It is shown that the universal behavior of the spacing distribution of nearest energy levels at the m
insulator Anderson transition is indeed dependent on the boundary conditions. The spectral ri
S2sEd also depends on the boundary conditions, but this dependence vanishes at high energyE. This
implies that the multifractal exponentD2 of the participation ratio of wave functions in the bulk is no
affected by the boundary conditions. [S0031-9007(98)06779-9]
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The spectral analysis of disordered conductors has b
proven recently to be a useful tool to probe the nature of t
eigenstates [1–4]. In the diffusive (metallic) regime, th
conductanceg scales linearly with the sizeL of the system,
and the wave functions are delocalized over the samp
The spectral correlations have been shown to be those
random Gaussian matrices [5], with large deviations abo
the Thouless energyEc  h̄ytD  h̄DyL2 [6], whereD
is the diffusion coefficient andtD is the time needed for
a wave packet to cross the sample. In particular, t
distribution Pssd of spacings between nearest levels
very well fitted by the Wigner–surmise characteristic o
chaotic systems [7]:Pssd  spy2ds expf2spy4ds2g where
s is written in units of mean level spacingD [8]. These
deviations of order1yg2 [9] become negligible in the limit
of largeL. In the localized phase, in the limitL ! `, the
levels become completely uncorrelated andPssd has the
Poissonian form:Pssd  exps2sd. This is because two
levels close in energy are distant in space so that their wa
functions do not overlap.

It has been found that the Anderson metal-insulat
transition in three dimensions is characterized by a th
distribution [1] which has the remarkable property o
being universal, i.e., it is independent of the size, where
it is size dependent in the localized and metallic regime
The transition is thus described as an unstable fixed po
in the sense that slightly above the transition (W . Wc,
where W is the disorder strength andWc is the critical
disorder) the distribution tends to a Poissonian limit whe
L ! `, while slightly below the transition (W , Wc),
it tends to the Wigner-Dyson (WD) distribution. This
third universal distribution has been extensively studie
by several groups who confirmed these results, forL
ranging from6 to 100 [10–16]. Up to now, the form
of the distribution is still unexplained.

Pssd carries information on the short range part o
the spectral correlations. Other characterizations are
two-level correlation function (TLCF) of the density o
statesrs´d: Kssd  krse 1 sdrsedlykrsedl2 2 1 and the
so-called number varianceS2sEd  kN2sEdl 2 kNsEdl2

which measures the fluctuation of the number of leve
NsEd in a band of widthE. E is in units ofD. It is related
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to the TLCF:S2sEd  2
RE

0 sE 2 sdKssdds. Surprisingly
enough, the numerical studies which lead to the same sh
of the distributionPssd at the transition have apparently a
been performed usingperiodic boundary conditions. In
this paper, we calculatePssd at the transition for the same
Hamiltonian, with different boundary conditions(BCs).
The Hamiltonian is taken as

H 
X

i

´ic
y
i ci 2 t

X
si,jd

scy
i cj 1 c

y
j cid . (1)

The sitesi belong to a 3D cubic lattice. Only transfert
between nearest neighborssi, jd is considered. The site
energieś i are chosen independently from a symmet
box distribution of widthW . The metal-insulator transi-
tion occurs at the center of the band for the critical val
Wc  16.5 6 0.2 [1,11,13,17]. We have found that,al-
though the level statistics at the transition is independe
of the size of the system, it depends on the boundary c
ditions. Our main result is shown in Fig. 1, where w
have plotted the spacing distribution for four types of BC
(a) periodic in the three directions (the situation studied
previous authors and that we will refer to ass111d, (b) pe-
riodic in two directions and “hard wall” (HW) (Dirichlet)
in the thirds110d, (c) periodic in one direction and HW in
the two otherss100d, (d) HW in the three directionss000d.
All of these distributions are “universal” in the sense th
they are size independent. The critical point depends
most very weakly on the choice of the BCs. It seem
to shift slightly to smallerW when the number of HW
boundaries is increased. Using a standard scaling an
sis of ks2l and

R2
0 Pssdds, we found Wc  16.0 6 0.5

for the (000) geometry. However, within the range
sizes studied (L  12, . . . , 22), the difference between the
Pssd at W  16.0 and atW  16.5 is negligible com-
pared to the remaining statistical fluctuations of the spac
distribution.

In Fig. 2 we have plotted the second moment of t
level spacingks2l as a function of the size for the differen
BCs. This plot shows that the distributions are si
independent and that they do not converge to a single
in the large size limit.
© 1998 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. DistributionPssd at the metal-insulator transition with
four different types of boundary conditions defined in the tex
n, 111; e, 110; h, 100; ands, 000. Distributions withL  8
to L  14 are shown. The Wigner-Dyson result (continuou
line) is also plotted. In the inset the tails ofPssd are shown
for L  10 and compared with the semi-Poisson distribution
Eq. (4) (dashed line).

It may appeara priori surprising that the distribution is,
at the same time, size independent and sensitive to the B
To clarify this point, it is instructive to recall the behavior
of the typical dimensionless curvaturegd  pkjcjlyD of
the energy levels when an infinitesimal flux is introduce
in the cylinder geometry. In the metallic regime,gdsLd
increases linearly with the size and it decreases expon
tially in the localized regime. At the transition, the cur
vaturegdsLd  gp

d is size independent [18,19]. Sincegd
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FIG. 2. ks2l versus linear sizeL for different BCs (symbols
as in Fig. 1) forW  16.5.
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measures the sensitivity of energy levels to a change of t
BCs, the simple fact that it is nonzero shows that the spe
tral correlations can be, at the same time, size independe
and sensitive to the BCs. This universal sensitivity to th
BC has already been discussed in the case ofperiodic BCs,
where one or several Aharonov-Bohm (AB) fluxes were
applied [20,21]. However in that case, the symmetry—
time reversal invariance—was, at the same time, broke
by the fluxes, such that it is not surprising that the statis
tics is changed.

The distribution found by other authors with periodic
BCs is the most rigid of the four distributions that we have
studied. When periodic BCs are relaxed and replaced b
hard wall BCs, the distribution becomes closer to the Poi
son distribution, with a short range repulsion which is char
acterized by a larger slope ofPssd. The slopeP0s0d varies
by more than a factor of 3 from2.14 [1] for the BC s111d
to 6.80 for the BCs000d (see Table I).

It is useful to stress that, in the metallic regime itself
there are deviations to the WD distribution which depen
on the BCs. These deviations are related to a contributio
of the diffusive modes [9]. At smalls, the slope ofPssd
is given by

Pssd 
p2

6

µ
1 1

3a
p6g2

∂
s , (2)

where the coefficienta describes the diffusive motion and
is given by

a 
p4

L4

X
qfi0

1
sq2d2 . (3)

For an isolated system, the diffusion modes are quantiz
by the BCs. In a direction where the boundaries are ha
walls, q  npyL with n  0, 1, 2, 3, . . . . In a direction
where the boundaries are periodic,q  2npyL with
n  0, 61, 62, 63, . . . . In d  3, one findsa111  1.03,
a110  2.15, a100  3.39, and a000  5.13. So, in a
metal, the slope ofPssd depends on the BC. However, the
corrections are of order1yg2 and decrease with the size
sincegsLd , L, and they vanish for the infinite system.
At the transition,g  gp is size independent and one may
expect that the correction toPssd still depends on the

TABLE I. Numerical results for various measures of
spectral correlations compared with the SRPM. The rela
tive errors (standard deviations from six system sizes
L  12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22; 500 to 33 disorder realizations) for
B are always less than 10% and fors2 are less than 1%.

Wigner 111 110 100 000 SRPM Poisson

P0s0d p2

6  1.65 2.14b 3.01 4.37 6.80 4 `

ks2l 4
p

a
 1.27 1.41c 1.48 1.55 1.62 3

2
2

aThis is the value deduced from the Wigner surmise.
bSee also Ref. [1].
cSee also Ref. [14].
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BC through the quantization of the anomalous diffusio
modes. This correction can also be simply calculated
an anisotropic system. It depends on the shape of
sample. This certainly means that the spectral correlatio
at the transition are also shape dependent [22].

The distributions we have found bear an interesti
similarity to another recently studied distribution [23]. A
remarkable and simple spectral sequence which is in
mediate between the WD and the Poisson distributions
obtained by taking the middle of a Poissonian sequen
This new sequence has been baptized “semi-Poiss
[23]. The correspondingPssd is given by [23,24]

Pssd  4se22s. (4)

It has been shown that the equilibrium distribution o
charges in a Coulomb gas with logarithmic interactio
only betweennearest neighborsis also described by
Eq. (4). The TLCF andS2sEd for this model [referred to
later as short range plasma model (SRPM)] are, howev
different from those for the semi-Poisson sequence. W
shall return to this point later.

In the inset of Fig. 3 we have plotted the arithmet
average of the four distributions. Quite amazingly, it
very close to the semi-Poisson distribution. The avera
of the slope at small separation calculated with the fo
BCs is 4.08 6 0.4 instead of four for the semi-Poisson
As another characteristic ofPssd, the second momentks2l
is shown in Table I for the various BCs. The averag
over the different BCs is found to be1.51 6 0.01. It is
3
2 for the semi–Poisson. The tails ofPssd have also been
considerably studied [1,3,4,12,14,16]. The inset of Fig.
shows the tails for the four BCs. They clearly differ b
the rapidity of their decay, the usual periodic BCs givin
rise to the fastest decay. It is interesting to notice th
the behavior at larges is much more affected by HW
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FIG. 3. Pssd for the four different BCs compared with semi
Poisson (dashed line). Inset: “average”Pssd at the transition
s,d, compared with semi-Poisson.
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BCs than by a simple addition of an AB flux or even
magnetic field [20].

We have also investigated random boundary conditio
with random hopping termstij  tji connecting opposite
sides of the sample. Drawing thetij for each disorder
realization independently from a box distribution centere
around zero and with widtht, we found a continuous
family of universal critical ensembles which are, for finit
t, distinct from the ones with “deterministic” boundary
conditions.

We now turn to the number variance. A linear behavi
at largeE, S2sEdyE ! x, defines the level compressibil-
ity x, which is also related to thet ! 0 dependence of
the form factorK̃std, the Fourier transform ofKssd. One
hasx 

R`

2` Kssdds  K̃s0d. This meansx  1 for the
Poisson and semi-Poisson sequences,x  0 for the WD
correlations, andx 

1
2 for the SRPM.

In Fig. 4, we have plottedS2sEdyE for the various
BCs. It is seen that, like forPssd, the rigidity depends on
the BCs for small energy ranges. The rigidity is weak
for nonperiodic BCs. However, whenE increases, the
different rigidities seem to converge towards the sam
value (see inset of Fig. 4). We findx . 0.27 6 0.02,
in agreement with previous authors [10,25]. Within erro
bars, this asymptotic value does not depend on the BC

Pssd and x carry information on different time scales
in the problem. Remember that the metallic spectrum
characterized by two characteristic time scales, the Tho
less timetD and the Heisenberg timetH  hyD, with
tHytD  2pEcyD ¿ 1. At the transition, these two
times are of the same order. Consequently, correlat
functions such asPssd which probe correlations at energy
scales of the order ofD, i.e., time scales of the order of
tH . tD , probe the sensitivity to the boundary condition
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FIG. 4. S2sEdyE for the different BCs (average overL  20
and 22). Symbols as in Fig. 1. The inset shows that
large energy the difference between the BCs (111) and (0
vanishes.
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of a wave packet evolution. However, the asymptot
form of the spectral rigidity at energyE ¿ D typically
probes time scalest ø tH . tD for which the diffusion
of a wave packet is insensitive to the BCs.

More precisely, the form factor has been shown to b
related to the return probabilityPstd for a wave packet
[26,27]. At the transition, the wave functions have a mu
tifractal structure [28,29], with a long range tail showing
a power law decay. Multifractality is characterized by th
time dependence, whent ø tD:

Pstd ~ t2D2yd , (5)

where D2 is the multifractal exponent of the inverse
participation ratio,

P
rkjcnsrdj4l ~ L2D2 [28]. From the

limit t ! 0 of Pstd, x is found to be [27]

x 
1
2

µ
1 2

D2

d

∂
.

The multifractal exponentD2 defined from small time
behavior is thus expected to be independent of the BC
Thereforex should not depend on the BCs either. Thi
is seen to be true from the inset of Fig. 4, where w
show thatS2sEdyE converges to the same valuex .
0.27 6 0.02 for periodic and HW BCs. This value of
x leads to a multifractal exponentD2 . 1.4 6 0.2 which
has to be compared with the valueD2 . 1.6 6 0.3 found
from other direct numerical calculations involving the
study of the wave functions [30].

In conclusion, we have shown that the spectral corre
tions at the metal-insulator transition, although being un
versal, i.e., independent of the size, strongly depend
the choice of the boundary conditions. This dependen
is most pronounced for small energy scales. When t
periodic BCs are replaced by hard walls in one or mo
directions, the spectrum becomes less and less rig
However, the level compressibility defined from theE !
` limit of the spectral rigidity is independent of the choice
of the boundaries.
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facilities (Orsay). G. M. thanks the Isaac Newton Inst
tute for Mathematical Sciences for hospitality during th
completion of this work.
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